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There have been many "measurements" of the total cross 
sections of unstable particles from their diffractive produc¬ 
tion on nuclear targets [i - 4*]. It has also been clearly 
realized that these "measurements" axe model dependent be¬ 
cause the numerical characteristics of attenuations of produced 
unstable particles have been determined from an optical model 
analysis of diffractive production f 5] • 

This approach is reasonably reliable in the case of e.g. 
photoproduction of vector mesons on nuclei £6,7*] because of 
the perturbative nature of such processes. The situation,how¬ 
ever, is not at all clear when the incident particles are hadrons, 
as , is the case in experiments of Refs £l ~ *]• There is 
even one well known example of hadronic diffraction on nuclei 
where the model of Ref £ 5 ] gives wrong cross section for an 
unstable particle* This is ^"* K$ regeneration. The expla¬ 
nation is also well known: The relevant attenuations are not 
the attenuations of KL and K^ but, rather, of K'^cjCkj 
and K*»7=(K L-K S) . This means that this process, in spite 
of being weak (in the sense that, oh one nucleon,fl- +K 4f<rK jVnAi)* 
cannot be treated perturbatively but, rather, in a nonperturba-
tive way proposed long time ago in Pef [8J. 

The nature of diffractive processes in the case of incident 
pions or protons [i - H~\ is indeed an open problem £12]. The 
existing analyses [1?"] treat these processes perturbatively. fol¬ 
lowing [5], and obtain cross sections of unstable objects, G*2 , 
strongly varying from channel to channel. Thus a relevant 
question arises what happens when the standard formulae of [5*1 
are forced to fit an explicitly nonperturbative mechanism of 
Ref [&]* What shall we get then for cross sections of unstable 
particles ? Shall we be able to get reasonably good fits to 
the optical model formulae of Ref [5*]? Will thus obtained cross 
sections of unstable particles have physical meaning they are 
supposed to have ? 



Such questions were already asked in Refs [9,1(5]. This 
paper employs a well defined and soluble nonperturbative model 
of diffractive excitations to test the physical meaning of the 
standard rarametrisations of the experimental data of diffrac¬ 
tive dissociation on nuclear tajgets. 

2 . Thę_modęl 

The model we employ is a specific nonperturbative realisa¬ 
tion of the scheme of Pef [8], We reject the assumption [1 - | 
that diffractive production occurs on one nucleon at a definite 
point inside of the target nucleus, and that the attenuations 
inside the nucleus are merely the attenuations of the incident 
particle and of the produced physical object detected outside of 
the nucleus. Rather, the propagation inside of the target nu¬ 
cleus consists of a multitude of diffractive transitions between 
various possible states and the relevant attenuations are not 
of the physical states but of the "eigenstates of diffraction", 
which ,statesx diagonal! ze the diffractive part of the 5 - matrix 
(the "bare particle" states of Ref[8])# The unitary transforma¬ 
tion between the physical states j I > , |2.> ... | k^ ... and the 
"eigenstates of diffraction" |^,> 

ft FS 

diagonalizes the matrix of all possible amplitudes of diffractive 
transitions in hadron - nucleon collisions V - -f Vi 
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The operator of diffractive transitions in hadron - nucleon col¬ 
lisions is 

( 

where ™ is the number of the "eigenstates of diffraction" 
and 8 is the inpaot parameter. %*(B) we call the profile 
of the n-th eigenstate of diffraction. 

The operator of diffractive transitions in hadron - nucleus 
collisions we define as follows 

^ W ^ - y - j - - " . ^ ^ ' ^ ^ , (2.4) 

where DC**)* J ^ f f e , * ^ % - single nucleon density in the 
target nucleus",*0A - atomic number. Thus the transition am¬ 
plitude between two physical states is 
<k ny&)IK> - Z< k { n̂> [I - (I - K* 0 )Ą 

where X„* D denotes the convolution ( see Eq. (2.4)) • 
Prom (2.3) , (2.4) and (2.5) follow the well known formulae 

for the total and the inclusive diffraction cross sections 
/ 

for hadron - nucleon interactions, and 



VCS) ? 

(2'7) 

for hadron - nuoleus interactions. A , P eto are the averages 
taken over all eigenstates of diffraction with probabilities of 
their coupling to the incident particle state: £„=!<' l̂ n>/* , 

Two qualitative features of a nonperturbative description, 
with many eigenstates of diffraction at work, can at this point 
be emphasized. The first is that the orthogonality condition 
satisfied by V 

(uV) = 
implies that, in general, L^* = ̂ M^Ofluctuate as one varies 
JL with fixed k . 

The second is that ^ must vary as one varies -£ , 
to have a non aero Inclusive diffractive production on one nu-
cleon (oompare Eq (2#6)). In fact, in the numerical examples 
.given below, one has to have as large as possible fluctuations 
of ?\ *s in order to account for the observed diffractive pro-
duotion on one nuoleon. These fluctuations of U t and %. 
result, in general, in a somewhat irregular dependence of the 
exclusive diffractive nuclear cross sections on both, the nu-
olear density (strictly speaking on the variable "̂  = 4 D , see 
below) and the number K which labels produced physical 
states, even if the underlying attenuations of the physical 
states do not depend on k at all (see Pig 2) . This should 
be contrasted v/ith the standard description fi - 5~] of such pro¬ 
cesses which would give, for all exclusive diffractive production 
channels, the same A - dependences of the cross sections - if 
it reproduced oorrectly the true attenuations of produced states 
we assumed in our numerical examples given below. 



Xhu3 if nature realizes nonperturbative mechanisms of 
diffractive production and we try to fit them by the standard 
[i - 5^ perturbative parametrisatlons, we should expect a mis¬ 
match. Our quantitative analysis shows below that this mismatoh 
results in fluctuations of the "total cross sections of unstable 
particles«, <rz , which reflect this mismatch rather than very 
different attenuations of physioal objects diffractively produced. 
In the next section we disouss this point in more details. 

3. Determination of the cross sections of unstable particles 

We shall limit our disoussion to very high energies where 
the longitudinal momentum transfers and the invariant masses of 
the diffraotively produced objects can be neglected. Although 
this approximation excludes any quantitative predictions and 
comparisons with available experimental results, it may be good 
enough for a qualitative analysis. In faot, it is our con¬ 
jecture that one can extend our qualitative conclusions to ener¬ 
gies as low as several GeV, where large body of the available 
data comes from. 

Vie shall discuss the formulae for /A » I in the optical 
limit, but there is no problem in doing everything with A 
small* The standard £l - 5~] parametrization of the cross sec¬ 
tions (in the Impact parameter representation) for the incident 
hadron, with the nuoleon cross section CT] t diffractively pro¬ 
ducing*/* unstable particle (defined e.g. by its mass and quantum 
numbers) with the nucleon cross section <y. t is 

^ > (3.1) 

where 6 is an adjustable oonstant and ^ « AT)(&) • 
On the other hand in our nonperturbative calculations the 



oross section for producing the k -ta state from the Inoident 
hadron (labelled 1 *k } is (from (2.5)) 

In (3.1) and (3.2), for the sake of simplicity, we negleoted 
the spatial extensions of all the objects propagating through 
the nucleus but this can be corrected, if neoessary, by using 
convolutions instead of products (<rt> -*• <r.* t> > ̂  P ™* $>** P , • , 
compare (2.4) and the discussion of the finite size effects of 
% C6>) at the end of this Section). 

In order to see how the standard procedure [_1 - 5J works, 
we calculated explicitly (3.2) for the two specific models de¬ 
scribed in the Appendix (Case I, Case II i see also fief fif])and 
then fitted (3.1) to these curves in a similar manner as one 
fits the experimental data; 
$dl&<rACB;Gi,B} is fitted to j>B s; (<% k, &) by adjusting 
<rŁ and c . Since we know the cross sections for all sta¬ 

tes of our model, we can see whether the standard procedure 
gives 6̂  »s which are realistically close to their true values. 

Figs 2,3 and Table I present some examples of the fits of 
(3.1) to the Case I, where oC , £ , c' , <£ are the transition 
amplitudes for hadron - nucleon diffractive processes: ec - elastic, 
t' - excitation of the "first" excited state, c* - of the 
"seoond", <L - of the "third" (the prime means integration over 
B , e.g. a.' « J«C*6d.(B) ) . Thus on one nucleon only three 
states can be excited, all the others can be reached only through 
some intermediate states (e.g. the "sixth" state can be reached 
by first exciting the "third" from which the "sixth" can be reach¬ 
ed). The complete transition matrix, Y » between the physical 
states is given in the Appendix (A5). This transition matrix 
is diagonalised by 



where N is the number of diffraotive states (the rank of the 
transition matrix). The eigenvalues of y come out to be 

One may easily construct many similar and more complex models 
but for our qualitative discussion Case I is quite adequate as 
an illustration of a few relevant points* 

In Pig 1 we show a typioal sequence of 3^ far, ,|) for 
fixed Q~j and varying 0^ * We can see that the curves vary 
systematically with <rx : for cri>0 all of them have one maxi¬ 
mum which shifts with decreasing <TZ towards larger J; 's. v.'e 
also continue to <?z< O curves which are monotonically increas¬ 
ing everywhere. 

In Pig 2 we show a sequence of (rććrjfc, |) for fixed <T, 
and various excitations k (solid lines). All these curves 
correspond to similar attenuations of the produced physical 
states( <TK * 48 mb for k • 2 f 9). The amplitudes a. , b , <. , d 
were chosen to give a reasonably large diffraction on one nuoleon 
and the same <rt as in Pig 1. These curves are compared with 
OA^.T* > £ ) ^ ° * h tor S"! obtained from the standard tit 
(dashed lines; the values of 6\ are given in the figure), 
and for the true value of attenuation (dotted lines) which is 
or̂  n 48 mb in all cases* 

A comparison of the curves of Pig 2 clearly shows these 
important characteristics of our nonperturbatlve production me¬ 
chanism; The charaoter of the wave function of the produced ob¬ 
ject, <kjtprt> Is very essential for the shape of OJ^Jlk, £ ) . 
Ihe osoillations of < k |^«> and of \ with n (compare (3.3) 
and (3.4)) can cause some dramatic changes in shapes of the cur¬ 
ves with neighbouring k 's. As we can see more than one ma¬ 
ximum is possible* Thus the differential characteristics of 



<rĄ(Qrt^ , % ) and VĄ«r,k,^) oan oe very d i f f n . 
However, the standard fitting procedure is done £1 - 4 

with the Integrated oross sections through their dependence 
on A . Pig 3 shows that suoh fits can look quite respectable ! 
Yet they give wrong (% t Hot only that <r2 may come out 
very different from the "true" cross ssctions, they may also 
become negative I This collapse of the KBlbig - łlargolis (K-M) 
description has its origin in the oscillations of the wave func¬ 
tions < K |i|>n> . They often lead to misfits in the differential 
behaviour of G^o-.oj,^ ) and o r ^ k , ^ ) . But not always; 
e.g. an excellent fit of the differential shapes in the case 
k m 3 of Pig 2 gives nevertheless wrong 0^ ( « 78 mb) because 
of these oscillations. On the other hand in the case of ^ * 8 
we have a clear case of a gross misfit of the differential 
shapes and again wrong cr; ( » 0). 

The remnants of this overall mismatoh of perturbative and 
nonperturbative descriptions which one still sees in the inte¬ 
gral characteristics of diffractive production are strong fluc¬ 
tuations of the fitted <Ĵ  . 

Vow we shall briefly discuss a limiting case where the K-M 
description has a chance of being acceptable, First we have to 
comment on the role of the finite spatial extensions of the dif¬ 
fractive eigenstates which is reflected in the impact parameter 
dependences of the eigenvalues An(E>). So far we have used the 
approximation that ^„(8) are much narrower than DC8) , thus 
the convolution of Eq«(2,4) can be approximated as follows 

At first one may think that introducing strong "spatial fluctua¬ 
tions", i.e. strong variations of -fn(B) with r\ , one can 
achieve a nonperturbative realization, of the K-M parametrisa-
tion. Indeed, one may aooept all '̂n approximately equal and 
generate large enough 0",, for hadron - nucleon diffractive 
excitations by drastically changing •£,£&) with t\ : 
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Using the approximation (3.5) and the approximate equality of 
'̂„ '-A one obtains (3.1) from (3.2), hence one recovers the 

K-M formula, for the exoited states which have sufficiently 
large probabilities of being excited in one step. Such are 
the cases K » 2,3,4 of the third, fifth and seventh rows 
of Table I. Note that in all other cases, even when fluctua¬ 
tions of 7\n are small, one does not obtain correct K-M 
fits. 

One should remember, however, that such mechanism of ele¬ 
mentary diffraction leads to forward dips in all differential 
exclusive cross seotions whioh fact disagrees with experiment. 
Indeed, from (2.3) we get the following amplitude for the ex¬ 
clusive excitation ł -> k in the high energy limit 

ft/r 

where a is the momentum transfer and p is the incident 
momentum. As A'h« A'h, we get from (3.5) and the complete¬ 
ness relation 21 l<^„><<^ /» 1, the following forward amplitudes 

^ - o. 0.8) 
n 

Thus for all k^ I we have dips in the forward direction which 
are not observed. One should also point out that this special 
case leads to disappearance of the inelastic shadowing contri¬ 
bution to the total oross seotion^which again contradicts the 
experiments which clearly established its existence £/t4,15l. 
So, the case of diffraotive production generated exclusively 

10 1 



from "spatial fluctuations" seems to be rather unrealistic. 
' This does not mean that the "spatial fluctuations" can be 

neglected altogether. One can even argue that they do contri¬ 
bute appreciably to diffraotive production £i6j. But even in 
this case it turns out that they cannot save the K-M parametrisa-
tion [9]. Although the role of "spatial fluctuations" as one of 
the mechanisms contributing, to diffractive production deserves 
further analysis we shall not disouss it here. Let us only 
state that our numerical results do oontain some contributions 
from "spatial fluctuations" beoause they are present in our 
;\flCB)(see Appendix). 

Table I gives a sample of fits of (3.1) to Case I (see Ap¬ 
pendix ) with various elementary diffractive amplitudes a, , i> , c ,<6 
and to Case II (see Appendix). Ve shall not discuss Case II 
in any details because, though it gives larger diffractive 
production on one nuoleon than Case I, it leads to very similar 
conclusions. If anything, the overall mismatch of Case II with 
perturbative description is still worse than Jc Case I. 

Although in Table I we do have B - dependence of %„(&) 
which comes from the construction of the amplitudes &• , b , c td. 
(see Appendix) and which is refleoted in the single diffraction 
on one nucleon, G^o , but in calculating the nuclear cross sec¬ 
tions we accepted the approximation (3.5). Prom Table I we can 
see that small G^b does not lead, in general, to a K-tl des¬ 
cription: Even in the cases of negligible diffractive production 
on one nucleon we get,for high enough excitations,negative ^k , 
The nonperturbative character of our model leads to an overall 
mismatch which does not disappear in tłu limit 0^ -* o . 

We already stressed the point tha ae should rather study 
the differential diffractive cross sec ^ons than the integral. 
This differential behaviour oan be - to some extent - extracted 
from the following procedure. Underneath 71g 2 we marked regions 
of ^ occupied by various nuclei. We can see that the result 
of the fit which gives o^ depends on the choice of nuclei: 
Por two different sets of nuclei the fitting procedure may pair 
differently c^(q<rŁ,1) and ^ 0 , ^ , 1 ) . Thus the pro-

11 



cedure of using two different sets of A is more sensitive to 
the differential characteristics of the cross seotions than the 
standard one* We tried it on our model* In the case k « 9 we 
do get spectacular fluctuations of ffi around the fit which 
uses all A »s : Por the following three groups of nuclei (27, 
56, 64, 112), (64, 112, 184, 207, 238), (27, 64, 112, 207, 238) 
we get for <Ĵ  , respectively, 58 mb, -6 mb and 0 mb. For the 
other oases the fluctuations are much smaller. 

The moral of this exeroise is- that if doing similar things 
with experimental data we get large fluctuations of <rz , it 
will be a signal of a nonperturcbative mechanism at work* Un¬ 
fortunately, lack of large fluctuations cannot be interpreted 
as a proof of a perturbative nature of the process investigated. 

. Summary and conclusions 

By solving completely some nonpertnrbative models of dif-
fractive production and comparing the results with the standard 
parametrisation of diffractive production on nuclei fi — 5̂ 3 we 

have shown that the so called KSlbig - Margolls formula (K-H 
formula) gives wrong cross sections for the unstable diffrao-
tively produced objects. 

This might be expected because the K-M formula is perturba-
tive in its nature, except that even in the case of weak diffra¬ 
ction on one nucleon, in which case the X-M formula has & chance 
to vork, the standard fitting procedure with X-M parametrisation 
still gives wrong G^ *s for many channels of production. 

It was also shown that when one applied this standard prooe-
dure to fit a nonperturbative diffraction, the fits on the inte¬ 
grated oross sections look as respectable as the fits in Befs 
£1 - 4~L There remains,however^a clear signal of an overall 
mismatch of perturbative vs nonperturbative description even 
in the integrated oross sections. The K-M formula produoes 



strong fluctuations, from channel to channel, of the oross sec¬ 
tions of unstable particles* a frequent occurrence of "anomalously" 
small or . large CT^'s. This feature ia very mach similar to 
what one observes in experiment. 

The differential characteristics of the production oross 
sections may perhaps be seen from experimental results when one 
fits vz with at least two different groups of nuclei. The ac¬ 
curacy of the existing data is probably still too poor to do 
that. 

It is suggested that one should make an effort to study the 
measured differential oross sections avoiding the 6\>s determined 
from the integrated oross sections. 

The authors thank Professor A. Siałaś for discussions and 
encouragement. 



We adopt two forms of f , called Case I and Case IX, 
with which we study diffraction on nuclei. 

Case I 

U D \ * / 
The unitary matrix 

diagonalises each 

10*0 . 

' 

Thus U also diagonalises 

y of E, «(A1) depends on > H + 1 independent parameters 
which are algebraic functions of 2 m original parameters 

*ijA' ̂ - ^ - w * Thi8 way on* oaa oonB*rttO* ¥ 
which have an ample degree of complexity built in and are 
diagonalieed by U • We study diffraotion on nuclei using y *n 
with at most four non eero funotions of the impaot paraaeter 3 9 



a.(6) , i(6) , c(8) } dC&) , but one could easily construot 
more complicated oases. Prom the product of three ^ć<-) we 

The transformat ion 1/ brings i t to a diagonal form with the 
following eigenvalaes 

\ = A-C •i-Z(i>-2^)cOi^r +4cc#4*^- 4- SMc^fLL . (A6) 

The matrix (A5) is a model of diffraotive prooesses in hadron 
- nucleon collisions with four amplitudes* Having ohosen co, 
^rtcfM^ and the number of diffraotive ohannels A/ , one can 
study various relations between diffraction on nucleons and 
nuclei, Kote that the transformation (A2) does not depend on 
the numerical values of the matrix .y which it diagonalizea. 
In the expansion (2.1) no one state dominates, very much like 
in KL~*£« regeneration. In fact, our model is a direct genera¬ 
lization of Ku~* Kj regeneration to many degrees of freedom, 
When we restriot (2.1) to just two pairs of states 
and P > j / * > and employ (A2) we get /<ft>*^ 
81x3 1 ^ 0 = 3^.0'^ ~ ' 2 > ) f Vfticn relations are the same as 
between |fc°> , / K « > and |^ u> / /**>• 

The four functions a.CB)JfcCS)(PcC6!)/̂ «)are not entirely ar¬ 
bitrary because they must satisfy the conditions which guarantee 
that they represent physically aooeptable description of dif-
fractive processes in hadron - nuoleon interactions. These con¬ 
ditions are: 

(i) The total cross section should be determined 
by tL C B) 

15 



which formula follows from (2.6), (A2) and (A6). 
(ii) The total diffractive dissociation cross sec¬ 

tion of the inoident particles which we also get from (2.6), (A2) 
and (A6) 

should be close to the known experimental estimates. Also the 
unitarity bound 

(A9) 

should not be violated. This is guaranteed by (iii). Kote that 
in the coherent nuclear processes we are considering in this 
paper we are dealing only with single diffraction and we neglect 
double diffraction altogether. 

(ili) The profiles of the eigenstates of diffraction 
should be within the limits, 

0 4 \ C » > * I , (A10) 
of complete transparency and oomplete absorption* We use purely 
absorptive amplitudes, hence A ; »a are real. 

The following example olarifies our construction of the 
amplitudes a.C&)j &£&)_, C£B) jdćB) . Only one of these amplitudes 
is determined directly from experimental data. For instanoe, 
the forward elastic proton - proton amplitude at high energies 
can be simply parametrised 

OL,(B) SZ o.iS **/>(.. a y r ^ (111) 

with rl determined from en,, • 40 Mb using (A7). The other 
amplitudes are rather weakly restricted by the siee ot U~S[> and 
(li), (iii). To simplify matters we consider the ease when 



these amplitudes contribute to <rSJ> with comparable strengths. 
So, let as take 

Then the problem Is reduced to determining one amplitude, say 
K B ) , with four possible sign ohoioes for c(e) and d-C&)(U&) 

may always be taken positive by convention). In fact, as we 
argue' above, the B -dependence of the amplitudes is not very 
critical for our calculations, henoe only the integral b . 
jU3* fc(&) (Should be evaluated with (i) - (iii) satisfied. 
It is easy to determine the largest value of b allowed by uni-
tarlty which corresponds to the largest possible elementary dif¬ 
fraction. So do this one has to find at each & , the largest 
value of b not violating (ill), with (A11) and (A12) put into 
(A6). For instance, for l(t) « cC&) « £*-Lt>) one obtains 

M M 

which gives Ł' . 0.4 fa2, and o f ^ - 3 §*H \l>^C*)\ Vo.6 
For all cases of our model CT*̂ * are significantly smaller than 
the experimental estimates T £ + • 2.5 - 3*5 mb. The same pro¬ 
cedure can be also carried out for any given ratio of 
c(B) and 

Case II 

In the Case I it is difficult to have large ff^B • The 
following construction provides us with a possibility of obtair-
ing larger eleaentary diffraotion 5 ^ • We assume A* C&) 
with large enough fluctuations to produoe 0"T and the desired 
<T$> and then use the same ^x< ** in Case I. The transition 
matrix is in this oase 



The largest diffraction saturating (A9) is obtained when <*„£«}* 1 
for some n , and is zero for the others. To control the size 
of diffraotion we may take, for instance, 

where, at eaoh ^ , the parameters ^ , n, , and n Ł are 
fitted to reproduoe the desired rT(B) and o^,C&). A/ is 
the number of diffraotlve eigenstates. 

One may construct, of oourse, many similar abdcls, "fie 
doubt whether they would bring anything qualitatlrely very dif 
ferent from what one can see from Cases I, II* 
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Pig.1. The differential KHlbig-^Margolis (HSi) cross-sections 
C^C^Gi , £ ) for <Tt s 40 mb and different values of 
the parameter <T2 (60, 40, 20, 0, - 20 mb) which 
labels the curves. Each curve is normalized to 1 at 
its maximum. 

Pig.2. An example of the model results for differential dii-
fractive production cross-sections, 0^ (<r, K , "C ) , 
for the states k = 2 •*• 9 (solid lines). The curves 
result from Case I with the amplitudes «-' = 2 f**2" , 
t' = cxd1* 0.4-f*x and H s 1 0 (see the text for 
more details)• Each model curve is compared with the 
corresponding KM cross-section <TA {<T\<r^ ,"£ ") (dashed 
lines) with <â  fitted to the integrated cross-sections, 
see Pig.3 (the values of 0"Ł are given in the figure) • 
Also shown are the KM curves corresponding to the true 
total nucleon cross-section of each state ( crŁ = 48 nib, 
dotted lines)* The normalization is fixed by the model 
"data" for the integrated cross-sections at A=112, simi¬ 
larly as in Fig.3» Below the figure the values of 5 
corresponding to central densities of some nuclei are 
marked. 

Fig»3» A-dependences of the total production cross-sections for 
different states, k = 2 f 9f resulting from the model 
(solid lines; the parameters are the same as in Fig.2), 
and the corresponding KBlbig-Margolis fits (dashed lines) 
with normalization fixed by the model "data" at A=112. 
To set a scale 10% error bars of the model "data" are 
also shown. 
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Table I 
The ratios <rz / <rJ*

T of the cross sections <ra , given "by the 
standard KM fitting procedure, to the "true" total nuoleon cross 
sections of excited states k . The following nuclear targets 
were used: Al, Cu, Od, Fb, XI • In all examples the nucleon cross 
section of the incident particle equals 40 mb (a*= 2 fm ) and 
U s 10. Normalisation of the KM formula was taken as a free pa¬ 
rameter fixed by the integrated cross sections of our model at 
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0.04 
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0.1 

0.6 

0.1 

0 . 2 

C a s e I 

c'[fm2] 

0.4 

0.1 

0.04 

-0.4 

-0.1 

0.6 

0.1 

-0.2 

d'[fm2j 

0.4 

0.1 

0.04 

-0.4 

-0.1 

-0.6 

-0.1 

0 . 2 

k=2 

1.13 
1.11 

1.05 

1.12 

1.05 

0.5 

0.95 

0.48 

k=3 

1.62 

1.17 

1.07 

0.72 
0.98 

0.6 

0.97 

0.39 

k s 4 

0.9 

1.14 

1.05 

0.81 

1.02 

0.42 

0.93 

0.39 

°2/V 
k=5 

0.31 

0.28 

0.24 

-0.5 

-0.29 

-0.17 

-0.17 

-0.17 

0 a s e II 

0.36 

0.53 

0.65 

-0.15 

-0.12 

0.42 

-0.29 

-0.3 

0.28 

0.67 

-0.34 

0.17 



A s 112 (Cd). In Case I, nuclear cross sections were entirely 
determined by &'$ b', c', d' which are given in the Table (see 
also Appendix). For description of Case II.see Appendix. Per¬ 
centagewise, the contributions of inelastic screening to the to¬ 
tal nuclear cross section in Al, Cu, Od, Fb,Tf differ little, 
for a given set of X*n . Therefore, in the last column, we 
give their averages. 
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0.21 
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Koherentna produkcja na Jądrach i pomiary całkowitych przekrojów 
czynnych niestabilnych i cząstek 

Zakładając niezależną produkcję cząstek z kwarków (consti¬ 
tuent quarks} przedyskutowano zaleznosó od A widm produkowanych 
i wiodących cząstek* Zanalizowano wpływ zachowania energii i 
pędu. Porównanie z danymi o produkcji indukowanej przez nukle¬ 
ony i piony przemawia na korzyść" modelu. Wyliczono również 
krotności cząstek w zderzeniach jądro-jądro i porównano z dany¬ 
mi z promieni koamioznyołu 

i gSMepeHiiB goiajismoc ce<teH«g 

fi cyiK9ciByjwiua Bzcaeciaieuxax no MBoroRparaouy 
3 A^epHux coy^apeHHHX tpyaHO oraireniL 
07 Apyraz jiexaHM3iioB poxseHXii, KOTopue 

CBeaenaa o cBOficisax aapoHHtcc npoaeccoB 
nocjie coysapeHHH. Haczonqaji paóota npejJiaraeT 

a MccaesoBaHue C B O Ź C I B KacKaa B npoiieccax pox-
accomtapoBaHHiu c (joiopoaaeHiieM tsace^ux BeKiopuux ue30-

HOB x B HeynpyroM B3aHMoaeaciBHM aeniOHOB c 
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